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Excerpt of Dr. Edgar J. Gunter’s interview about Melvin Prohl, the “father of modern 
rotordynamics,” in 2018.

Question. What is the significance of this paper, “A General Method for
Calculating Critical Speeds of Flexible Rotors”?

Edgar J Gunter. This paper was written in 1945 by Melvin Prohl. It marks
the development of the transfer matrix method—and beginning of modern
rotor dynamics.

Q. What was so important about the transfer matrix method?

EJG. It was the first time that engineers could compute critical speeds with
greater accuracy and simplicity. Back in 2008 at one of my training
courses, we used Dyrobes to recreate the analysis in the paper. We found
that Prohl’s results in the original paper were very accurate.

Q. How did Prohl come up with such accurate results without a modern
rotor dynamics computer program?

EJG.  Many years ago, while in Texas at the Turbo conference, I had a chance to sit down with him over a
few beers. He told me that back then he had three teams of women working on Marchant mechanical 
calculators to crunch the numbers. I asked him if they all got the same results. “No," he said. “I usually 
averaged them!"

Q. How did modern computers affect rotor dynamic analysis?

EJG. Jorgen Lund, who worked for Prohl, programmed the transfer matrix method in Fortran on their new 
360 IBM units. Lund later expanded the transfer matrix method for unbalance response and stability.

Q. Why is the transfer matrix method no longer the industry standard?

EJG. The transfer matrix method breaks down with multiple bearings and supports. Back in the 70s, when 
I was researching the dynamics of the 1150 MW nuclear turbine-generator with 11 bearings, my advanced
transfer-matrix-based critical-speed program missed modes.

Q. Did you get better results from a Finite Element Analysis code?

EJG. Not at the time. The 11 or 12 system modes were computed by the MSC Pal finite element 
program. The problem with this, and all finite element codes at that time, is that they were based on 
having symmetrical system matrices. Hence they can't handle bearings, stability (damped eigenvalue 
analysis) on unbalance response.

Q. When did you begin using FEA instead of your own advanced transfer matrix analysis?

EJG.  For me, it was when Wen Jeng (Dr. Wen Jeng Chen) showed that Dyrobes could compute all the 
modes for the 1150 Mega Watt Turbine Generator system including foundation effects using finite element
methods. He was working with Dr. Harold Nelson who used unsymmetric matrices which allow you to 
compute fluid film bearings and gyroscopic effects. In fact, Melvin Prohl said that it was essential to have 
proper computations of higher modes for their turbine development. I’m sure Prohl would be very pleased 
to see the advancement in rotor dynamics, especially the accomplishments of Dyrobes to perform 
nonlinear time transient computations of turbochargers.



A General Method. for Calc.ula ting· ~Ctit~lcal 
- . . 

Speeds of Flexible Rotors 
BY M. A. PROHL,1 WEST LYNN, MASS. 

The existing methods for determining critical speeds are 
1mbject to the following limitations! On the one liand 
the methods that &re general, i.e., that permit the calcu-~ 
lation of higher critical speeds as well as the fundame~tal, 
involve computations so complicated as to he. imprnctical 
for any but the simplest of rotors. On the other hand, 
the methods for which the computations are co1npara

tively simple,. such as the familiar methods of Rayleigh 
and Stodola, lack generality in that critical speeds other 
th1>n fhe .fundamental cannot be definitely determined 
(l).• The calculation method presented in this paper 
comb:h1es generality with comparative simplicity. Auy 
critical specd~first, second, or higher-may be calculated 
with equal eas'i!. The rotor rnay have any number of spans 
and its cross section may vary in any prescrioed manner 
r>rovidcd cforcular symmetry is maintained. A.ny number 
nf disks or symmet.rical masses may be attaclied. The 
shaft Jou.mals niay be considered to be elastically· sup· 
ported in the bearing with respect to both deflection and 

·-tilting of the journals; the elastic constant~ rnust, how
. ever, be symYnetrical. The so·called ",~y•·osco1-,ic effect'( 
aaaociated- with the. moment of inertia c.f :,e disks on the 
ro_tor may be read Hy taken into account. 

NoME~CLATURE 

The folfowinl{nomenclature is used in the paper: 

A .. masa moment of ·inert.in. of disk abo~t it.s nxls of sym-
metry, lb-it1-secs J.,(... ... J.... · 

B - mo.ss mome.nt of inert.is of disk about axis through cent.er 
of gravity and nor1;nal to axis ofaymmetry, lb-in-sec1 

C - bearing stiffness factor for rcsista.nce t-0 t.iiting of shaft, 
lb-in.· · · · ' 

D - diamet.er of disk, in. -
E • modulus-of l!lasti-city, psi 
JI ... angular moment.um,' lb-in.:&ee 
h. = thickness of disk, jn;, 

I ts diametral moment of inertia of sh&ft Ci"CSS s:edhn, in.' 
K - beP.rir1g stiffoess factor for resist.a.nee io c.i.eflection of 

' ----· ,&h,a.ft, lb per in. . . 
M = bending moment, lb-in. 
rn ;..·tnBSS1 lb-sec2/in~ 
t ... time, sec 

V "" shearing force, lb· · 
~ ... distance afong shaft, in; 

y = deflection of shaft, in.·-
{J =- eha.ft--section llexibilit.y constant (1/lb--in.) 
IJ '"" slope of shaft (nondimeneional) 
µ ss ma8S per unit len~th, lb-see2/in,t 
p ..=s mMs density lb-sec1/in.• 
,;, -= angle, ra.dia.ns 
"' ... speed of rota.Hon or frequency of vibration, radians per 

seo 

GENER,1..f, CONSlDERATIONB 

For a. balanced shaft of variable diameter which is rotating or 
"whirling" steadily at·a critical speed w·with its central axis in a 
bowed shape, tho following differential equation applie.s (2, &) 

,· . 

d' ( d'y) . ~. " --
;hi EI dxt "" "61'1! • • • .••••• • ... : •·· .. (1} 

From the elementary beam theory 

dty . 
EI dzt .,. M .. •.. _. ......... '." .-•. :[2'. 

T~quation ll l. becomes 

d 1.lf 
d.zt = µw'1J. • • • • • • . ' • • • • • • • • • • . l3} 

- I 

I<4uation [l} is a fourll1--0rcler differential equation, and hence 
. there are four boundary conditions to be satisfied. Any sp~ed of 
·rotation for which it is possible to effect a solution of this equal.ion 
which satisfies these four boundary conditions constitutes a 
critics.I speed. Equations [2 J and [3 J form the ha.sis for ma.kin~, . 
such a solution by a. simultaneous construction of the bending
moment and deflection din.grams usi·ng a step-by-step integration · 
process. Let the shaft be divided int-0 f!. series of appropriate 
sectiolll!. Equa.t.fona {2] o.nd [3] may be rewritten as follows 

"(d) ("tu;):. : . . 
A d~ .=. EI Mav1 • .- •••. .-.~ ...... t~l 

where tu; is the length of a given section and M .. , and 1/avc &re 
the average values of bending moment and deflection for thatse~ 
~~ . 

. 1 Turbine Engineerilig Division, General Electric Company.: 
A.B.M.E~ . _ . - _ .· . 

Equation {4] states that the chang~ in slope of the deflection 
curve which occurs at t:he given section is proportional to the . 

Jun. average bending moment, the proportionality factor being the 

_ flexibility oo~stn.nt (~;). Equation_ [5} ~tates that the _change 

in slope of the bending-memeot diagram, which occurs· at the 
given section, is proportional to the avers.go deflection, the pro- · 
porlione.lity factor being t.he inertia force of the section mass per 

• Numbera·h1 parenth~a refer to the Bibliogrnph)' at.the-end of 
the paper. . 

C<intributed by the Applied l\fochanics Dh·ision and presented 
a.f. the_ Annual MeaLing, New York, N. Y., Nov. 27-Dec. l, 1944, of' 
Tiu: AMERICAN Soct&TT or MEcH-1.NrCAL EN0INE&a11. 

DiscuMion of thfa papor should be addre'l<!ed to the Secretary, 
A.8.M.E., 29 West"39th Street, New Yo1·k, N. Y., and ·;rill be a.c-
ceptcd until Oct. 10, 1945, for publication at. a later dat.e. Diecu&

. ......,_n received a!t~r the elosirig date will .be roturned. 
)l'OT!:: Statemcnta and Qpiniona adv11.nced ii) papen! 'ai:o to be 

.-l.i.:'n1too'd u Individual expressions of their authors and not those 
' \ tho 80ciety. 

unit of deflection (µw'~x). . 
Dr. H. Pont.sky of t-he Engineering General Division of tbe .. 

author's company has proposed a. graphical meth\)d of solution in -
which the bending moment and defection diagrruns are repre
sented by a series of straight-line segments; the finite changes in 
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slope bet.ween o.djacent segments being given by Equations [4} 
and {5). · 

The calculation· met.hod presented in this pn.per is on a. numeri
cal rather than a graphical basis, and the integration procedure 
is somewhat more elaborate than that indicated in the foregoing 
equation~. A tabular fom1 has been prepared to assist the calcu
lator. 

fo general, for 1my aS.'lUmed speed of rotation, bending-moment 
attd deflection diagrams can be construct.ed which satisfy three of 
the (our required boundip-y conditionB. Only if t1ie nssumed 

· 11peed of rotation is exactly equal to a critical speed can the 
fourt.h lxmnda.ry c@ndition also be satisfied. Hence by plott.ing 
the discrep1mcy· in t.he fourth boundary condition a.<J.a function 
of the assumed apeed, a·nd· noting wl1eie the discrepam:y becomes 
zero, t.hc various criticai speeds -can-· be p_btained. In plotting 
~uch a curve, it is necessary to select some -ifrbitraryJwundary 
condition and hold it constant. Such a. conclit.iou might-be,- for~ 
example, the slope of t.he deflection curve at a shaft end simply 
supported in a bearing. 

The numerical method of this pt\pcr is analogous t-0 Holzer's 
.method (4) for calculating natural frequencies of torsionai'vibra
t.ion. However, the problem of calculating critical speeds is in: 
herently more complicated Rince four integrations are ·involved 
instead of two, and additional complica'tions arise in dealing with 
the boundary conditions. 

It should be noted that tho foregoing type of analysis applies 
equally well to the determination of the natural frequencie8 o( 
transverse vibration of a beam of variable cross sect.ion since 
Equat.ion fl! is also t.he differential equation for this case.• 

THE CALCULATION l\!Enron 

In order to apply the numerical-cakulat.ion method of this 
paper, the actual rotor must be tranafom1ed into !\n 'idealized 
equivalent system consisting of a series of disks connected by. 
sections of elastic but massless shaft. The mP-<is of these disks 

··and· their spncirig are chosen so as to approximate the· distribution 
of mass in the actual rotor. J.,jkewise, the bending flexibility of 

·the connecting sections of shaft is taken so as to correspond to the 
actual flexibility of the rotor. In the discussion which immedi-· 
e.tely follows, lt will be a.'8umed thnt the moment of inertia of the 
disks is negligible so that the disks nisy be treated as mas.~ points. 

In Fig. 1, a. portion of an idealized system is shown together 
·with .the 1Jhcaring force, bending moment, and deflection dia.
~ram·s. •.. Assume th~t tliis system is whirling in t.he deflected 
position at some speed"'· Since each section of shaft is massless, 
the shearing force is conatant between ariy tw·o masses, and hence 
the bending-moment diagrr.m has a. constant slope directly equal 

·to the ahea.ring force (5) 

dM 
dz - v ................ _: ...... [6) 

A fi~te. change iri shearing force occt.lrs at each mass, which is 
· equal'tb the inertia force of the mass 

AV - rnwtv ••...•. · ......•...•... [7] 

This tmite change in· shearing force results in a finite change in 
slope of the moment diagram 11.t ea.eh mass. Because of the con
tinu.ity of the shaft, the deflection diagram is a smooth curve with 
no breaka or discontinuities~ The equation for the variable slope 

~· • After this paper had been submitted, the author's attention was 
drawn to a recently published paper by N. O. Myklestad in which a 
method for calculating natural frequencies of transverse beam vibra
_tion is presented tha.t. is fundamentally the same e..s the method of this 
paper although quite different in its application. Seo reference (6) 'n t.he Bibliography. 

of the deflect.ion curve for each section will be a quadratic, and the 
equationfor the deflection curve will be a cubic. 

Assume that Lhe following quantities are known at the le!t-ha.nd 
end of the system in Fig. 1: 

Vo .,. shearing force (due to bearing reaction) 
J.4 .. bending moment (due to bee.ring reaction) 

80 - slope of deflection curve 
yo ... deflection 

There will be a change in shearing force at point 0 due t.o the 
inertia force of the maes ~according to Equation 17 l, and hence 
the shearing force V1 for the llection of shaft between poin~ 0 and 
point 1 (section 1) is ' . 

V, - V, + mtt>''Y•·., ••. .••..••••••. [8) 

The bending moment M 1 at point 1 is 

M1 i\~1 .: •••••••••••.•••• (9} 

o;,o /loy1 fl•1'1ymc 
1'1omtnl of lnul/o 

r(M), (M}~ 

+V 

. llill 

5nearin9 For.a V m,w•y. 
Y 

• . . "-{"" . 
+ "l.UI f. 1JtMl'1, •. . f • I __t_ o, • v 

..L...,... I ~'_J~ 
V.' V. I.: -T,- _....._L __ ---tL- - -

o I ,,. 
Ben<llnf !Vt1men/. 11 . 

. I ' 
l'M I 

,., 1,.,;. f
·_, __ _JJ_~ 

. • I - t ____ _.__·--+-------+ 
0 ·- J( --.i 

I 
•. oe11~c11an i' : 

i 
S/op• 9. 

1-y 

.l 
. I. -

-r 1: --..---l- ..,: 
1 •... 

,...~ '.· 
J/o~B 

T"*'."T. :J <I 
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FIG. 1 .SlfEARING-FORClll, BENDING-MOMENT, AND D.&FtECTIO?I 
D1AGRA1r[I! FOR ;l.N IDEALIZED 8TBTEM 

The bending tiio~en~ M at any distance :e Crom the left-hand 
end o( section 1 is · · · 

1111-Me . ' . 
M - M, + ( ,, ,, :r; ........ • ~ '•.• ;_. [10. 

. 1.1:!:11 . . ',. 

The slope 8 of the deflection diagram for the first section fa ob
tained. as follows 
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fhe defleetion y is obtained as follows 

II = J.~ Briz f. c' ................ [13] 

where c' is a constant of intc-gration. 
S11\:>$t.i.tuting Equat.ion [12) in (13) and inleJ!l'l\l.inggives 

1 [· x
1 ilf1 - Jfo x'] 

y .... (E/)1 f1fo 2 + (J.\x)-1 6 + 0Q3: + IJo .... [141 

It is only neces.<mry t-0 know the slope 0 and the deflection v at 
tho end of the section (i.e., point l). Substituting ( Axh for o: and 

/11 for (;;)
1 

in: Equations .I l~{i\n1l _lI.tl~ve11 

(
M, ,lf1) . · · 

O, =. f31 2· + -2 + Oo ••••••••••••• ~{J.'il 

.(Mo Jlf,) · . · . 
Yi =- 81_' ·<a + 6 (ux}1 -~ Oo(ux)1 +Yo· ..... (16} 

:. , 

From the value of the deflect.ion al point 11 11.'l given by Equa
rion {I~], it is now. possible to evalun.tc t.Jie change in shearin1t 
force nt point 1, and hence t.he shearinr; force Vs in shaft section 2. 

. -~; ! 

Tho bending n1~rrient M, at point 2 is 
~ ; i. ':. i ·-~ 

, ·;· .. : "-'fz = ·M, +. l:':(.:lz): ................. [181 

The bending ~o'~ent in shar't sec.tion 2 is now completely speci
ried, and the slope 8: and the.deflection Yi at. point 2 may be eva.lu-

. I . 

ate<l by equations similar to Bquations {15 J and [16}.. By re• 
peat.ing thh'I process for sucressive sections, t.he bending moment 
and deflection diagrams for t,he remainder oi the span may be 
cakulated. 

'rhe equatiorni fort.he nth sect.ion and point' a.re list.ed as follows 

where. 

V. = Vn-1 + m..-1"''Y111· •··· · ·; • · • · • .- •.• • •. (191 

M,. = M.-1 + V,.(Ax),. ...... ~. : .. . ·:: ..... [20). 

[

1lf11-t ,\[ "] . .. . . 
e,...,. {3,. - 2- + 2·- +11~-1·;···: ... : .. 1211 

. [,\[ .. --1 Jr·] . . . 
y. ""_ .. _fJ. - 3- + G (6x),. + On-:1(..:lx),. + 11...-.· •.· {22) 

13. ""' flc;xil.iility const.n.;1t ~ (;;) 

It. is convenient in· carrying out the~c calcule.tions· in tabular 
fonri t-0 introduce two auxiliary quantitie.~; let , 

M,.-, ··u.. . . 
"'/ = - 3- + T .... ; ........... r2a1 

U, Mn-1 M., 
i ,. = ~ + 3" ....... : .. ·· .... [24) 

Equations [21 J and [22] may be :cx:prl'.sse<t' in .terms of .these 
. auxiliary quanl.it.ies 118 follows · 

" e,."" l: [/3,..M,.' + p,.M,.'I + o •• :,: •• ." ... {25j 
n-1 

TABLE l SAMPLE CALCULATION AT ASSUMED SPEED OF iiOOO RPM 
· (c.1 -523.13 radians per sec, for span 1 of ro~or shown in Fig. 2.) 

0· 0. 0 ©' Q) © 0 © ® @ ® @ @ ® ® 
ll-V' .v t:. l'1 M jM .1.M 11-" ' 

.,, /'f ~· 6 y·· A\. '6X ·- M• jJ·IO II M • .d ,I( LIX ay y 
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n-r 
y .... f/3,,MA' + L[tJ.,lf/ + 13 .. M • ."J} (<lx) .. 

. "-1 
+ Oo(Ax)., + !ln-i· ... ....... !26] 

The form shown in Table 1 involves the useofEquat.ions [191, 
[20J, (25], and (26}, together with t.he equat.iom1 fort.he following 
auxiliary quantities: 

( AV},. ... rn,.w1y,. ..... , , .....•..... [27 ) 

(A.Ill),. = V,.{Ax),. ........ : ........ (28) 

(A/). 
n-1 

{ /1,.M,.' -f- LIP,)\£,.'+ .B.M,.'I} (Ax),. ... [29] 
n-t 

(Ay'),. == Oa(Ax),, •. ................ [3()) 

( ay) .. ,,;, ( Ay'),, + ( Ay"),. = y,.-..- Yn-·1 ........ l31 J 

Fr.om the foregoing equations, it can be demonstrated that the 
shearing force, bending moment., slope, and deflect.ion at. nny 
point in t.he span will be linear functions of t.he four assumed 
qun.ntities at .the lcft-hnnd end of the span, i.e., at point 0. 

· Hence, the deflection, for exi\mple1 at point n may be expre:::,<;e<f 
by the following equal.ion · 

y,. = A,.Vo + IJ,.Mo + C,.Oo + D"yo ..•..• .... [32] 

where A,., Bn, C,., nnd D" represent numcl'ical coefficient.a which 
may be determined by using the t.abular form. Actually it is not 
ncces.'laty t.o determine all fo1tr coefficients. · Since two bo1indary 
conditions must always be known at the end of the sysf.em from 
which the calculat.ions originat.e; t"{o of the l~rms ia Equation 
{32 J can be eliminat.e<l. 'Thus only two coefficients need to be 
evaluated and this is done in two parts on the tabular form. 

The boundary conditions at the left-hand end of the system 
may be specified in general form as follows 

. ~==-vJ; ....... : .. ..:· ..... !33J 

co;}=s ,11, ..................... [34] 

The minus sign in Equat.ion [33} arises from the conventions 
employed. Terms Kand Care stiffness c-0nst.imt.s which· specify 
I.he elastic restraint exerted on t.he shaft by the f.'Upporting bear
_ing. It is assumed that these stiffness consW.nt.'i are symmetrical, 
i.e., of the same magnitude for all directions normal to the shaft. 

Kyi. r: -i (Vi,)•1••n t - (V.l) •1>aa1J · •••• • •. (37 

COi. = ·1 (,lf k)•P•" t ·- (Mk),,,.,. .) .......... {38 

SA,MPLJ<~ CALC.ULA'l'JON 

The <.frawing of the rotor used for thi~ calculation is given i; 
Fig. 2. Tile rotor has two spiins, spnn 1 being supported bet wee: 
two hearings, and span 2 bcin~ overhung. Also sho\~n in Fi·g. : 
is a diag1·1i.nun11tic rcpre11entafion of !.he ldcn!izcd system. Thi 
idealized syst.cm is obt.a.irlcd by dividing Lhe shaft of the rotor inlt 
f'ect.ions of constant diameter. The t-0tal mn5s existing within 1 

given section is divided into f,wo part8 which are concentrated a 
Jhe ends of the section, I.his diviliion o( mas11 being such thnt 1.h1 
center of gravity of the sect.ion mass rcmain11 unchanged. Th• 
ficxihiliLy constant.a are evaluated using t.he il.ctunl physical di 
mcnsions of t.he ~haft sect.ions. While f.his method of construct 
in!( the idc1tlizcd sy:>tcm is somewhat arbit.mry, it should bt 
sufficiently accurate for all practirnl purposes provided enonid 
sect.ions are used. 

Jn Table 1, the calculations for span 1 arc given in t.ahuln1 
form for an assumed speed of 5000 rpm (w = 523.6 r{lclians pei 
sec). The values for the section lengths Ax, disk ma.sses m, am: 
shaft,..flex.ibility const.ant.'i fJ for t.he idealized system, as shown ir 
Fig. 2, are listed dirert.ly on the tabular form in the prope1 
columns (the values of the masses being multiplied by w2 to givE 
t.bc inert.ia force const.A.nts m,.,2). In so far as t.he calculation it 
nonccrried, the rot.or is complet.efy specified by these three group.e 
of quantities. (It is O.'i-5Umed I.hat the disks on the rot-0r hav~ 
negligible m'oinent of inertia, i.e., there is no gyroscopic effeet.) 

The a.'>Sumption is ma.de that the shaft is simply suppor.ted in 
it.s bearings. :From Equations [33 J and !34 ), the followirt11 
boundary condit.ions are obt.ainc<l for the)eft-hand end of span 1 
(point O) ·· 

. y~,.. 0 

Mo= 0 

The shearing torce Vo and the slope of t.he deflection curve .e, 
a.re carried. in the calculation as unknowns. On the tabular form 
t.his is done by. making the calculation in two parts with the fol
lowing init.ial condit-ions (n.ote t.he.encirded figures in Tahle 1); 

. . 
I { Vo = 1.000 II f Vo = Yo = Mo = 0 

Oo = Yo = MD ;,. 0 { 80 = 1.000 

Tfie boundary condit.ions take t.he following form for c~rt.ain Wit.h the initi!\l condit.ions specified the calculation proceeds 
limiting cases: n.cross the table from left. to right, the figures on one horizontal 

Fixed End. The bearing is infinitely st.iff against both dis- line being complet.ed before proceeding to the·next lin.e. Al-
~placement and rotation or t.ilt.ing of the shaft, i.e., K ,,. O = co. though the general equations given in Jlte preceding section of the 
Hence from Eqnat,ions {33) nnd [34], the following conditions paper define all of t.he operations on the form, several f<'.atures 
must apply if Urn shearing force and bending moment are to be· may need further explanation. Value'! pertaining to the mas.11 
finite: y0 - 0 and 80 = O. • points are entered on the horizontal lines, Values pertaining to' 

Simply Supported End. The bearing is infinitely stiff against the shaft i:cctions are entered in the spaces between the lines. 
displacement but. offers no restraint to tilting of the· shaft., i.e., 'I'he auxiliary quantities JI' and ill' in column 8 are each ob-
K = "".• (f'= 0. Hc11ce y0 ,,.; O and J./0 = 0. . tained by 11.dding together one value from colunui 6 and one value 

( .. :;Free End. The ~hn.ft end i.c; completely free, i.e., J( = C = O; from column 7. The manner in which this addition is made is 
·hence Vo = O, and Mo "" O. ·: · indicated by the arrow11 inserted on the form. The .quantity 

'Jj'he boundary condit.ions t.hnt apply at a common point be- ( lly') 
tween two spans of a mu! ti.<Jpan· rotor a.re spe(.':ified in the folloMng . Ax in column 11 is obtained by a summation ofthe. value~ hit, 

. manner: I..et k denote the· common point, bet\\'een spari l n.nd r-0liunn 1 O pro<'ecding from the to}> of the column down to but. not' 
' span 2_. By re3....:0n' of theconl.in1~itv o/ I.he- sh~£t · · including the second of Uw two values for the last section involved 

. . . ' in the particular stunmntion. The broken lines drawn· on the 
(9i)•P•• 1 '"" (Ol)•P*" t· · • • • ·7~ form in columns 10 itrid 11 indi~ames· involved in suc-

(11) .,. (1/, . . . . .1361 ~;;_~Yvcsum1nations. The slopcoin colwnn 17 is obtained by 
l •P•11 ' l/IPftft t • • " ' . ' ...• I • .. • .. • • • • • • 

~ · 11tunmmg the values m rolwnn IO from the top dnwn to the pomt 
rhe bearing reactioniJ. are . treat.ed bY, equat.ions similt\r ti;)> for which the slope is desired. . 

Equatfons [33J.~d t34J J<'rom the caleulationff in Tahle 1, the following equatifins· "~ 
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Fto. 2 ROTOR UBED FOR SAMPLE CALCULATION 

obtained for·the slope, deflection, and bending moment at point 11 
(the common pofot 1',f twe~n ~n 1 and spa$-

eu ... 0.000lb752 Ve + 23.806 Do ••• -, ••• •••• [39) 

· · · 111i = o.oo0814i v, + 1811.0 o;~ ..... .... (401 

Mu = 319j V• + 1a.~10,~.o?~: ....... :. r411 ~-
From Equations [351 through [38], the following:bound&ry 

conditions are obtained at point U (shaft simply supported in the 
be&ri~g) . . 

(01t)•1>all t - (Ou} •P•" 1 
'.Yn)•paa 2. "'" (1111) opan 1 .., 0 
(Mu)•i>lu.s ""' (.U11)1pan 1 

. !'lacing Yu equal to zero in Equation [40] gives Vo in terms of 
e •. · Hence Ve may bo elii:ninated Crom Equations [39] and [41]. 
Then by virtue of the foregoing boundary conditions, the follow· 
ing value.s apply to the initial point for span 2 

·,;1 ·- o.561 e, 
1/1i :"' ·~ 

·Mu =:4,240,000dr 

·· Because of the unknown benrlng r'ea.ction, the shearing force 
Yu for span 2 is not known~ Hence the calculatious for span 2. 
are made in terms of the two unknowns, Vu and IJo. On the · 
tabular form this is done by making t.he calculations in two part.a 
with the following initial conditions 

I{· Vu •_l.000". 
.. . Ou • tt11 ~ .~!u . ~ 0 . l Vu ... Un .,. 0 

II Mu - 4,240,000 · 
. 111 - 0.561 

.: l The Mlcula-...onS for span '2 are t'.arried out in the aamo manner 

as for spa.n 1. 'l'hcy have not been included in this paper because 
of space limitations. From these calculations the following. 
equations arc obtained for V so, the shearing force at an infinitesi
mal distance beyond the point of attachment of the 19th disk, and 
M1t, the bending moment ?int 19 · ··· . 

V211 - i.6avu + 688,40060~· ........... [42) 
~ ~ . 

.3f11 =.21.469Vu+ 7,470,000eo ......•. • .. [43) 

Since point 19 represen~'·thef:re~ end of the rotor, the following 
boundary eorHlitions apply 

t~-i. 

V,e=:I\ 

Mu.,. ~_J 

In general, only one of these condition.~ can be satisfied. Only 
if ~he assumed speed is exactly equai to a critical speed will both 
conditions be satisfied. Placing V.t0 equal to zero in Equation 
{42J and solving for Mu in terms of Do in Equat.ion [43) yields the 
following value for M11 

M1t = -2,230,000 89 

Since Mu is not cquaU.o zero, the assumed speed_ of 5000.rpm 
docs not represent s critical speed. A series of calculationa 
similar to the one just discussed have been made for this rotor at 
different assumed speeds. 111e values of Mu obtained from these 
calculations have been plotted against assumed speed in Fig. 3. 
In plotting these values of M 11 the slope o, at the left-hand end 
of the rotor is arbitrarily placed equal to unity. (Any vnlue 
mny be assigned to Ot since, l\t a critical speed, the rotor is in a 
state of indifferent.equilibrium.) ·The first three .vah1el3 of speed 
required to make Mlf equal to zero a.re a.a follows:. 
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Critical sp~d 1 ... 2230 rJ?ln 
Critical speed 2 ... 4230 rpm 

Critical speed 3 =- 11,700 rpm 

.. · The deflection diagram ma.y be readily plott.ed for any assumed 
speed; ·ainco an equation of the form of Equation [40] mn.y be 
·obtained from the tabular calculation for every point along the 
rotor. The deflection curves !or the first three critical speeds . 
ba.ve been plotted in Fig. 4. · 

EFFECT or' MA5s Moii:ENT OF INER'L'IA OF D1su ··-. ..____ 
· Assume that values of ma8s moment of inertia; both polar and 

. diametral, have been as.<Jigned to Lie disks of the idealized sys~ 
·'rhe effect of the mass moment of inertia may bo readily taken 
into accQunt on the tabular .form. It is necessary, however, to 
differentiate between the nonrotating and rotating CaaeB. 

.N01trolatin.g Ca&d. For a_ rotor which ie vibrating in a trariS-

verse plane. at a natural frequen~y, a rotary inertia effect is in· 
volved. Consider a disk on a vibrating shaft at the instant of , 
maximum amplitude, o.s shown in Fig. 5. Let the deflection of 
the disk center of gravity be denoted by 71, the angle of rotation by 
9, and the frequency of vibration hY. "'· The force F and the 
moment M which must be exerted on the diak with respect to its 
center of gravity are · 

F .,. mw2y ..................... (44) 

M • Bw~ ........ : ... .....••. [45} 

where B is the mass moment of inertia of the disk about an axis 
through tho center of gravity and normal to the axis o! symmetry. 

The force and the moment which the disk exert.<J on the shaft 
will have magnitudes equal t-o the foregoing values, but will h!\ve 
directions opposite to those shown in Fig. 6. 

Equation {44) requires that there be a. change in shearing 
force in the shaft at the point of attachment of the disk propor
tional to the deflection, the proportionality factor being mt..11• 

This has already ·been incorporat.ed in the calculation procedure. 
Equation [451 r1uires that there be a change in bending moment. 
at the point of attachment of the disk proportional to the angle 
tf>, tho proportionality !actor being Bw•. In terms or'the notation 
employed on L<! tab~lar form Equation [45] becomes 

tJ.M ... -Bw'6 . ••••••••••••.•.••. [46) 

where the slope 6 has been substituted for tho angle r>. (This is 
permissible for small a.ngle.<i.) · · 

Rotating Caae. For a. rotor which is whirling at a critical· 
speed, a gyroscopic effect ia involved. Consider a balanced 
disk, as shown in Fig. 6, the center of gravity of which is whirling 
in a circular path of radius y at a speed w. Let the axis of the disk 
make a conatant angle <J> With the rotation axis. Assume that 
there is no rotation of the disk relative to the rotating plane 
formed by the disk axis and the rotation axis. This means that a. 
point Q, for example, which is the outside point on the periphery 
of the diSk will remain the outside point. 

The components of rotation about the axes a and b a1·e w cos 4' 
and w sin</>, respectively. Since axes a and bare principal axes of 
inertia. for the disk, the components of angular momentum H. and 
H • are given by the following formulaa 

H0 ... Ac.ieos~ 

H.,. Bwsin~ 

where A and B are the mass moments of inertia. of the disk about·• 
axes a a.nd b, respectively. , 

The moment which must act on the disk about the center of 
gra.vity to sustain the prescribed motion is equal to the time rate 
of change of the resultant angular momentwn·H 

where JI, is the component of H normal to the ans or rotation 

H, - H. sin + - H1 ooii • 
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or 

H11 =•(A-'- B)w sin 4> cos </J • •••••••.•••• [48] 

Substituting ~quntion [~8} in Equation [47], and placing sin 
4> ... 4> 1md <'OS 4> =- 1 (permissible for small angles) gives 

' I • • 

M ""' (A - B)w'4>· ................ [49) 

The direction of this moment is in the direction of the change of 
momentum, as indicated in Fig. 6. It will be noted 'that the 
direction of this moment is opposite to that shown in Fig. 5, for the 
nonrot.a.ting case. In addition to the moment M, given by Equa
tioi1 [49), a centripetal force F, as given by Equation [44], is re
quired to mn.h1tain the prescribed motion. 

The force and the moment which the disk exerts on the she.ft 
will be eqtjaHti magnitude to F o.nd !If in Fig. 6, but opposite in 
direction. 

Expressing Equation [49} in terml! of the notation on the t&bu
"'r form gives. the ~ression 

AM = (A - B}w'Q ••... : .... .•..•.•• (50] 

If the disks of the idealized system have appreciable mass 
moment of inertil\, then the b~nding-moment diagram, shown in 
Fig. 1, must be modified as indicated in Fig. 7. Because of the 
finite change in bending. moment which occurs at each .point 
according to Equation (50), there will be .two·values of bending 
moment a.t each point. Thus in Fig. 7,· M,L-signifies the 
bending moment.at 8.n infinitesimal dist.a.nee to the left of the 
point Of o.tt,ac,hment of the disk and /.J1R the bending moment at 
an ihfinitesimnl dis ta.nee to the right. 

The last tw~ ~dl'um~s on the form, Table 1, hav~ been added so 
that the effect of the mass moment of inerti~ of the disks may be 
incoi"porat.ed into the. calculation. The heading-oi_ column 18 
applies t.o tll.e rotatit}g case. If a nonrotating cao: is· to. ~e 
handled, th~; !JymbOl' A should be deleted from 'the heading, ac
cording to J!:ql.Jation [46]. The .valu~s of ti.'!t/"obtained by Equa.
tio~ [46] or:~quatiori.· [SO]ue ta~ulated in coluinn 4 of the form, 

· the values being entered on the horfaontal lines. (The values of 
ullf due to·the shea.~ing f~rce in the shaft sections a.re entered in 
the space between the lines.) This dual set of values for AM 

· gives rise to two values of bending moment at each point in 
·column 5. ~e first ·value is entered just above the horizontal 
'line bearing the point number, and the. second value just ~elow. 
The rest 0£ the ca.lcu!Ation is then the same as. the sample shown in 
Tablet. · 
.... ih.e;m~~ent.8 of inertia A and· B for I\ Oat solid disk a.re 
itiven by the foJloWi~e<}uif.iotil"' 

TphD•. 
A• ~-·:··::.'.._ ........... (51) 

r 
I 

.8e11dit1J /1ornenl N r 
(A·B).w'~ r~.r 

"'211 

_L 
·N ., ·'----'---f-M'--.~--"--t--_L 

0 

---,(AX), -- -(A'f.)z 

Frn. 7 BENDINa-MoMENT D1AORAM FOR SYSTEM o~· Fm. l, WHF.RE 

THE D111Ks HA.VE APPRECIABLE MASS MOMENT OF INERTIA 

. B = 1'PhD• [1 + ~ (·!!_)'] ............ (52] 
61: 3 D · 

If the thickness h of the disk is small compared to the diameter D, 
then A ~ 2B, nnd the proportionality factors between moment 
and slope in Equations [46l and (50] become equa.tin magnitude 
but opposit.e in sign. 

For the nonrotating case, the natural frequencies obtained by 
neglecting the mass moment of inertia a.re decreased if the effect 
of the mass moment of inertia is considered. For the rotating 

· case, the critical speeds are increased by taking into account 
the mass moment of inertia provided that A > B. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The tabulo.r-cal~uln.tion method presented in this paper gives 
an exact solution for the critical speeds of the \dealized system.· 
Hence the accuracy of the method in so far as an actual rotor is 
concerned depends entirely on how closely the idealized system 
and the idealized boundary conditions represent the actual rotor 
and its bearings. 
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PROHL ROTOR - Linear Bearings 
Kb = 1.0E6 Lb/IN 

Critical Speed Mode Shape, Mode No.= 1 
Spin/Whirl Ratio= 1, Stiffness: Kxx 

Critical Speed = 2212 rpm = 36.87 Hz 

D D D ~ 
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1014 

Stress based on max. deflection of 0.01 inches or 0.254 mm 

File: C:\DYROBES_EXAMPLES\PROHL\PROHL_CRT_MODEL_K-2e6V3.rot 
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PROHL ROTOR - Linear Bearings 
Kb = 1.0E6 Lb/IN 

Critical Speed Mode Shape, Mode No.= 2 
Spin/Whirl Ratio= 1, Stiffness: Kxx 

Critical Speed = 4276 rpm = 71.26 Hz 
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Stress based on max. deflection of 0.01 inches or 0.254 mm 

File: C:\DYROBES_EXAMPLES\PROHL\PROHL_CRT_MODEL_K-2e6V3.rot 
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PROHL ROTOR - Linear Bearings 
Kb = 1.0E6 Lb/IN 

Critical Speed Mode Shape, Mode No.= 3 
Spin/Whirl Ratio = 1, Stiffness: Kxx 

Critical Speed = 12392 rpm = 206.53 Hz 
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Stress based on max. deflection of 0.01 inches or 0.254 mm 
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